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A finite element simulation for experimental punching shear behavior of reinforced concrete slab is presented in this paper. The
numerical simulation is based on previously tested 15 reinforced concrete model slabs. Finite element analysis of reinforced con-
crete slabs subjected to punching load is evaluated and results are compared with experiments. This study involves development of a
nonlinear strategy which implements solution for a realistic description of the deflection, load carrying capacity and crack, pattern
related to punching shear of RC slabs for several types of slab thickness, edge restraints, and reinforcement ratio. It has been shown
that the load versus. deflection diagram and ultimate load capacity obtained from FE analysis closely match with the experimental
results. Comparison of crack pattern of the slab also shows good agreement. It has been shown that using appropriate method and
material for numerical simulation, significant benefit can be achieved using finite element tools and advanced computing facilities
in obtaining safe and optimum solutions without doing expensive and time-consuming laboratory tests.

1. Introduction

For the design of punching shear, code provisions rely mostly
on empirical methods derived from the test results on simply
supported conventional [1] and thin slab specimens [2].
Some of the present-day code provisions usually specify the
punching shear strength as a function of concrete strength
alone. Thus, these codes do not take adequate account of the
possible role of specimen size, edge restraint, as well as effect
of longitudinal reinforcement [3, 4]. Extensive experimental
data and analysis using possible role of restraint, effect
of reinforcement, and slab thickness should be considered
in the code provision. The present study comprised of a
planned series of finite element analysis to simulate test
results on restrained as well as unrestrained slabs, variation
of flexural reinforcement, and slab thickness.

Nonlinear analysis programs have become increasingly
popular in recent years as engineers attempt to more real-
istically model the behavior of structures subjected to all
types of loading [5]. Computer simulation makes the accu-
racy for describing actual behavior of structure, compare the

behavior with laboratory experimenting methods, prospects
in the process of scientific research, and relation with experi-
ment and analysis methods. Nonlinear-layered finite element
method is capable of analyzing cracking and punching shear
failure of reinforced concrete flat plates with spandrel beams
or torsion strips [6, 7]. It is very important that before
practical application finite element analysis methods should
be verified and validated comparing the analysis results with
reliable experiment data.

In this paper, a numerical simulation for experimental
punching shear behaviors of reinforced concrete slabs has
been developed based on previous experimental studies [3].
This simulation of experimental model has been incorpo-
rated into a nonlinear finite element analysis program. The
numerical simulations using for reinforced concrete slabs
were based on the total strain crack model approach [8, 9].
This study involves the development of a nonlinear strategy
which implements solution for a realistic description of the
deflection, load capacity, and crack process related to punch-
ing shear of RC slabs for several type of slab thickness, edge
restraints, and reinforcement ratio. The simulation would
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investigate experimental behavior of structural concrete slabs
under different loadings and it is thought that the findings
would be useful in structural design works.

2. Experimental Procedure

The experimental result is briefly discussed in this paper.
Full details can be found in the published research paper of
this author [3]. The basic parameters needed for numerical
analysis are shortly discussed below.

2.1. Specimen Details. A total of 15 square reinforced con-
crete tested slab specimens have been used in this study. The
concrete used in the specimens consisted of ordinary Port-
land cement, natural sand, and crushed stone aggregate with
maximum size 10 mm. The water cement ratio for concrete
was 0.45. Both 6 mm and 10 mm diameter steel bars having
average yield strength of 421 MPa were used in the slab
panels and stirrup of edge beams. Flexural reinforcements in
the edge beam were provided by 16 mm diameter deformed
steel bars with average yield strength 414 MPa. Details of the
slab samples are accumulated in Table 1 and typical plan,
sectional details of slabs with edge beam and reinforcement
placements are shown on the Figure 1.

2.2. Testing Procedure. Four steel blocks were used at each
corner of the slab as support. These blocks confirmed the
clear span of 1200 mm of all samples and support of edge
beam. During testing, corner sides of each sample were prop-
erly anchored by means of heavy joist, which was connected
to structural floor. There was one LVDT at the midspan to
measure the central slab deflection; one LVDT was placed at
the middle span of one of the edge beams to measure the
central vertical deflection of the edge beam and four LVDTs
at the corner of edge beams to assess the performance of the
supports. Loading was applied to specimen at an approxi-
mately constant rate up to the peak load, at the same time
deflections were measured. Failure occurred abruptly in all
specimens and loading was stopped after failure.

2.3. Discussion on Test Results. All the models underwent
punching type of failure with their inherent brittle charac-
teristics. The cracking pattern of the top surface of all the
slabs was much localized and approximately had a size of
120 mm × 120 mm (size of loading block). The cracking
patterns at the bottom surface of slabs having low percentage
of reinforcement were more severe than those having higher
percentages of steel. It has also been observed for all the sam-
ples that the deflection at support was negligible, pointing
out to the fact that support fixity was ensured, albeit approxi-
mately, during the testing of the models. A typical crack
pattern after failure on the top surface of slab model is shown
on Figure 2, which was common for all slabs. It has been
found that ultimate punching shear capacity and behavior
of slab samples are dependent on restraining action of slab
edges [10], flexural reinforcement ratio [11, 12], slab thick-
ness and span-to-depth ratio of the slab [3, 13].

Central slab deflections were smaller for the slabs
restrained by edge beams. The value of deflection decreased,
in general, as the degree of edge restraint increased. Deflec-
tion is also very close in same thickness of slab with different
reinforcement ratio. Cracking on the underside of the slabs
developed as a series of cracks radiating from the centrally
loaded area. As the load increased, the widths of the cracks
increased.

For lower level of reinforcement (ρ = 0.5 percent), num-
bers of cracks were small and more spalling occurred than
others. For higher level of flexural reinforcement (ρ = 1.5
percent), cracks were concentrated in the middle portion of
the slab. Cracking pattern were fine and large in number
in case of strongly restrained slabs (SLAB1 to SLAB6), for
moderately restrained slabs such cracks were found to be
wider and fewer in number. On the other hand, in slab
having lesser amount of lateral restraint, initially produced
cracks could widen and thereby, the total energy was
distributed to lesser but wider cracks.

3. Finite Element Modelling of
Tested Specimens

3.1. General. The modeling of a concrete structure, which
has to be analyzed, can be divided into three major parts:
(i) the modeling of the geometry of structure, selection of
appropriate element, and proper finite element meshing;
(ii) the modeling of the physical behavior of the materials
which are applied in the structure, for instance concrete and
reinforcing steel; (iii) the modeling of the structural effects
which influence the behavior of the structure, for instance
large displacements.

In this study, the finite element software DIANA devel-
oped by TNO DIANA BV [14] was used to develop finite
element model of concrete slabs. In this paper, it was decided
to focus on modeling both the load deflection characteristics
of the slabs and cracking. Stress-strain behavior of a typical
slab model, which was not included in the experiment, is also
discussed.

3.2. Element Selection. The elements adopted were twenty-
node isoparametric solid brick element (elements CHX60).
The element is based on quadratic interpolation and Gauss
integration. The basic variables at the nodes of this element
are the translations in the local element directions. This
element approximates that the strain εxx and stress σxx vary
linearly in x direction and quadratically in y and z direction
over the element volume. Distribution of strain εyy and εzz,
stress σyy and σzz follow similar approximation.

Gaussian 3 × 3 × 3 integration scheme was used which
yields optimal stress points. The Green-Lagrange strains are
derived for all integration points and may be extrapolated to
the nodes. The most important feature of this element is that
it can represent both linear and nonlinear behavior of the
concrete. For the linear stage, the concrete is assumed to be
an isotropic material up to cracking. For the nonlinear part,
the concrete may undergo plasticity and/or creep.
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Table 1: Specimen details.

Slab sample
Slab thickness (h)

Cylinder strength
( f ′c )

Reinforcement
ratio (ρ)

Bottom rod in
each direction

Width of stiff
edge beam (b)

Reinforcement in
edge beam

mm MPa % No.-mm φ mm No.-mm φ

SLAB1 80 38.51 0.5 15–6 245 4–16
SLAB2 80 37.42 1.0 30–6 245 4–16
SLAB3 80 28.19 1.5 16–10 245 4–16
SLAB4 60 38.24 0.5 11–6 245 4–16
SLAB5 60 36.60 1.0 22–6 245 4–16
SLAB6 60 41.95 1.5 33–6 245 4–16
SLAB7 80 32.45 1.0 30–6 175 4–16
SLAB8 60 41.30 0.5 11–6 175 4–16
SLAB9 60 33.14 1.0 22–6 175 4–16
SLAB10 80 37.45 1.0 30–6 105 4–16
SLAB11 60 40.43 0.5 11–6 105 4–16
SLAB12 60 37.04 1.0 22–6 105 4–16
SLAB13 80 37.72 1.0 30–6 — ∗3–16
SLAB14 60 34.71 0.5 11–6 — ∗3–16
SLAB15 60 33.03 1.0 22–6 — ∗3–16
∗Slabs were extended outward by 175 mm and these reinforcements were provided at bottom layer.
All stirrups for edge beam were 6 mm φ at 88 mm c/c., clear span = 1200 mm.
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Figure 1: Details of a typical model slab with reinforcement.

3.3. Material Model of Concrete. The constitutive behavior
of concrete material is characterized by tensile cracking and
compressive crushing, yielding of the reinforcement. Total
strain crack model was adopted for this study. A total strain
approach is used with fixed smeared cracking [15]; that is,
the crack direction is fixed after crack initiation. For this
approach, a compression and a tension stress-strain curve are
used.

The constitutive model based on total strain is developed
along the lines of the Modified Compression Field Theory,
originally proposed by Vecchio and Collins [8]. The three-
dimensional extension to this theory was proposed by Selby
and Vecchio [9] and was followed during the implementation
in analysis.

The input for the total strain crack models comprises
two parts: (1) the basic properties like the Young’s modulus,
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Figure 2: Typical cracking pattern on the top surface of a model
slab.

Poisson’s ratio, tensile, and compressive strength, and so
forth and (2) the definition of the behavior in tension, shear,
and compression. Mohr Coulomb yield criterion is used in
the present analysis.

3.3.1. Compressive Behavior. The compressive behavior is in
general a nonlinear function between the stress and the strain
in a certain direction. Concrete subjected to compressive
stresses shows a pressure-dependent behavior, that is, the
strength and ductility increase with increasing isotropic
stress. Due to the lateral confinement, the compressive stress-
relationship is modified to incorporate the effects of the
increased isotropic stress.

The base function in compression can be modeled with
a number of different predefined and user-defined curves.
The predefined curves are the constant curve and the brittle
curve, and the linear and exponential softening curves based
on the compressive fracture energy. The linear hardening and
the saturation hardening curves are available. The available
hardening-softening curves in compression are the parabolic,
the parabolic-exponential, and the hardening curve accord-
ing to Thorenfeldt et al. [16]. The predefined compressive
constant curve is used in the present study.

3.3.2. Tensile Behavior. For the total strain crack model,
four softening functions based on fracture energy are imple-
mented, a linear softening curve, an exponential softening
curve, the nonlinear softening curve according to Reinhardt
[17], and the nonlinear softening curve according to Hordijk
[18]. A constant tensile behavior, a multilinear behavior,
and a brittle behavior can also implemented in model. The
nonlinear tension softening curve according to Hordijk [18]
is used in the present study.

3.3.3. Shear Behavior. The modeling of the shear behavior
is only necessary in the fixed crack concept where the shear
stiffness is usually reduced after cracking. A constant shear
retention factor = 0.2 was considered for the reduction of
shear stiffness of concrete due to cracking.

3.4. Modeling of Slab Geometry. Due to the balance of energy,
failure occurs symmetrically in symmetric model. But in
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Z

Figure 3: Meshed model of a typical slab showing bottom surface.
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Figure 4: Embedded reinforcement in a typical slab model.

actual experiment, failure does not occur symmetrically in
symmetric model. Thus, full-scale geometry of all slabs was
modeled by using the finite element program and meshed
model of a typical slab is shown in Figure 3. Elements EB1,
EB2, and EB3 shown in Figure 3 are individual element at
central region of slab, analytical result of which are used for
FE analysis. Element EB1 is located at the central bottom sur-
face of slab model, whereas element EB1 and EB2 are 90 mm
and 150 mm apart from slab center, respectively. Element
ET1, ET2, and ET3 are located at the central top surface of
slab model, geometrically opposite side of EB1, EB2, and
EB3, respectively.

3.5. Reinforcement Model. The reinforcement mesh in a
concrete slab was modeled with the bar reinforcement
embedded in the solid element. In finite element mesh, bar
reinforcements have the shape of a line, which represents
actual size and location of reinforcement in the concrete slab
and beam. Thus in the present study, reinforcements are used
in a discrete manner exactly as they appeared in the actual
test specimens. The constitutive behavior of reinforcement
modeled by elastoplastic material model with hardening.
Tension softening of the concrete and perfect bond between
the bar reinforcement and the surrounding concrete material
was assumed. This was considered reasonable since welded
mesh reinforcement was used in the tests. Typical reinforce-
ment in finite element model is shown in Figure 4. The steel
reinforcement behaves elastically up to the Von Mises yield
stress of 421 MPa for slab and 414 MPa for edge beam.

3.6. Boundary Condition. The edge beams of the slab were
vertically restrained at four corners, as in the experimental
setup. To prevent the slab from moving and rotating in its
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Figure 5: Deflected shape and stress contour shown on (a) top sur-
face and (b) bottom surface of typical slab model.

own plane, one corner had all translation degrees of freedom
fixed, while diagonally opposite of that corner was fixed with
two degrees of freedom.

3.7. Loading. Loading was applied within at 120 mm ×
120 mm area of central portion of slab model at the top sur-
face to simulate actual experimental loading.

3.8. Solving Strategy. A commonly used modified Newton-
Raphson solving strategy was adopted, incorporating the
iteration based on conjugate gradient method with arc-
length control. The line search algorithm for automatically
scaling the incremental displacements in the iteration process
was also included to improve the convergence rate and
the efficiency of analyses. Second order plasticity equation
solver solved physical nonlinearity with total strain cracking.
Reinforcement was evaluated in the interface elements.
Accuracy was checked by the norms of residual vector.

4. Results of FE Analysis

The main target of this study is to compare results of finite
element analysis with the actual experimental investigation.
Thus, analysis results were accumulated in the same manner
as experimental test results. Typical deflected shape and stress
contour of slab model is shown in Figure 5. Experimental
failure on top surface of slab model as shown in Figure 2
was very localized which is represented analytically by stress
contour on top surface as shown in Figure 5(a).
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Figure 6: Compressive stress-strain on top surfaces of typical slab.
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Figure 7: Tensile stress-strain on bottom surfaces of typical slab.

Compressive stress developed on top surface and tensile
stresses developed on bottom surface at the central region of
slab are shown in Figure 5. Maximum compressive stresses
were produced on top surface, which are concentrated
around and within the loading block. But higher value
of tensile stress developed outside of the loading block as
shown in Figure 5(b) and indicative to failure surface at
that portion. This analytical stress concentration at bottom
surface as shown in Figure 5 are analogous to experimental
failure surface as well as cracking pattern of slabs.

Stress-strain curve of concrete is shown in Figures 6 and
7. In Figure 6, related stress and strain are calculated at the
integration point positioned on the top face of slab. Concrete
failed by compression at central region on top surfaces
(element ET1) earlier than apart from center as shown in
Figure 6. In Figure 7, related stress and strain are calculated at
the integration point positioned on the bottom face of slab.
Higher strain at same tensile stress obtained on central region
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Figure 8: Deflection contour of bottom surface of a typical slab.
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Figure 9: Load-deflection curves of analyzed and tested model
having slab thickness = 80 mm and width of edge beam = 245 mm.
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Figure 10: Load-deflection curves of analyzed and tested model
having slab thickness = 60 mm and width of edge beam = 245 mm.
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Figure 11: Load-deflection curves of analyzed and tested model
having width of edge beam = 175 mm.
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Figure 12: Load-deflection curves of analyzed and tested model
having width of edge beam = 105 mm.

on bottom surface (element EB1) in comparison to others.
The higher the strain, the higher the crack width produced
there. Stress-strain of typical embedded reinforcement at
central zone of slab is linear. It is to note that reinforcements
at bottom surface of slab remain elastic and tensile strength
is much lesser than yield strength of steel, thus failure of steel
does not occur here. Deflection contour for a specific applied
load is also shown in Figure 8. Deflection of slab decreases
gradually from center toward the edge beam as shown in
Figure 8.

5. Comparison of FE Analysis with Test Result

5.1. Load-Displacement Curve. It may be recalled that com-
plete load-deflection curves of the entire slab tested could
not be traced due to limitation of available instruments. For
the finite element analysis the load-displacement response
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Figure 13: Load-deflection curves of analyzed and tested model
having no edge beam.

can be predicted over the full history of the analysis. For
comparison purpose, analytical value of applied load and
respective deflection have taken same way as experimental
value of each slab model. Load deflection curve for all 15 slab
models are compared by four groups depending upon the
width of edge beam. Figures 9 and 10 show load deflection
behavior of SLAB-1 to SLAB-6 having 245 mm width of
edge beam. Similarly Figures 11 and 12 show load deflection
curves for width of edge beam 175 mm and 105 mm, res-
pectively. Figure 13 shows load deflection behavior for SLAB-
13, SLAB-14, and SLAB-15, which have no stiff edge beam.

It is clear from Figures 9 to 13 that analytical load deflec-
tion behavior of all model slabs are matched with experi-
mental result. In case of same width of edge beam, variation
of deflection occurred due to the variation of slab thickness
and reinforcement ratio. It is obvious that edge restraint and
tensile reinforcement play a significant role in the behavior
of RC slab subjected to punching force. Similar trend of load
deflection behavior of numerical analysis and experimental
data is indicative for similar nature of other parameters for
structural designing of slab.

5.2. Ultimate Load Capacity. Failure load in both experiment
and analysis are very close in most of the slab models. If the
same FE model is used for similar types of slab, the punching
load capacity of that slab may be predicted. Thus, signi-
ficant benefit can be achieved in obtaining safe and optimum
solutions of structure in punching.

5.3. Crack Pattern. Figure 14 shows the crack pattern of finite
element model of a typical slab for applied load of 180 kN,
where uniaxial principal strain characteristics is used. Cracks
at the bottom surface are propagated toward edge beam and
major cracking area is concentrated to central region of slab.
The major cracking produced a circular bounded area in
both analysis and experiment.

The trend and area of cracking are also similar as shown
in Figures 15 and 16, where similar grid line is inserted

Figure 14: Cracking pattern of a typical slab at bottom surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Cracking at bottom surface of SLAB6 showing (a)
experimental cracking pattern, (b) analytical cracking pattern.

on experimental cracked slab to compare with analytical
cracking area. Cracking area is smaller in case of strongly
restrained slabs. For comparatively smaller restrained slab
such area is increased accordingly as shown in Figures 15
and 16.

6. Conclusions

Comparing numerical simulation of 15 model slab with
experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn
considering the facts found in this study.

(a) Load verses deflection diagram has been reasonably
simulated using finite element model. In finite ele-
ment simulation, the load-displacement response can
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16: Cracking at bottom surface of SLAB9 showing (a) exper-
imental cracking pattern, (b) analytical cracking pattern.

be predicted over the full history of the analysis.
Punching failure load can also be predicted in FE
analysis.

(b) Cracking in an important phenomenon on punching
shear behavior of reinforcement concrete slab. Such
cracking area and pattern of cracking can be effec-
tively simulated by numerical analysis.

(c) Numerical simulation based on nonlinear finite
element analysis for punching shear behavior of rein-
forced concrete slabs can effectively be used which
reasonably simulate the actual behavior and provide
a virtual testing scheme of structures to explore their
behavior under different loadings and other effects
under different conditions.

(d) Using appropriate method and material for numeri-
cal simulation, it can be demonstrated that significant
benefits can be achieved using finite element tools
and advanced computing facilities to obtain safe and
optimum building solutions without the need for
expensive and time-consuming laboratory testing.

(e) The validated finite element analysis model is a
suitable and reliable research tool for further detailed
numerical investigations of reinforced concrete slab-
column connection behavior for punching shear.

Notations

b: Width of edge beam, mm
d: Effective depth of reinforcement, mm
f ′c : Cylinder compressive strength of concrete,

MPa
fy : Yield strength of reinforcement, MPa
h: Slab thickness, mm
ρ: Reinforcement ratio, %
εxx, εyy , εzz: Principal strain, mm/mm
σxx, σyy , σzz: Principal stress, MPa.
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